Instructions to Use Yarn Ball Winder

Clamp the ball winder to a sturdy table.

Rotate the wire arm to the upright position. Pull it out fully (as hard as you can without afraid of breaking it) until it stays up firmly. When fully pulled out, the bottom of the wire arm should stick out about 1 3/4 inches from the base.

Unwind a hank of yarn and mount the yarn on a yarn swift, available at www.stanwoodimports.com, or other devises (your helper’s arms).

Thread the yarn through the wire arm and then tightly into the cleft of the yarn holder. Be sure the yarn does not slip. Begin turning the crank on the ball winder to start winding.

Any questions or comments please contact us at: stanwoodimports@yahoo.com
Tel: (310)962-9184
Fax (818)812-9656
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